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Share Your Comments & Questions 

Tweet your
comments & 

questions using
@ReviewPro

and the
#SMWebinar

hashtag.

Ask questions 
or make 

comments 
anytime 
using the 

Q&A tab on 
your screen.

Visit the
Resource Hub

at 
ReviewPro.com

for more 
webinars, guides

and learning.
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Which of the following technology does your hotel/hotel 
group have in place today? (check all that apply)

q Online check-in

q Revenue management system

q Guest feedback management system 

q Guest messaging (SMS, app, web chat) 

q Chatbot

q Artificial intelligence in marketing or operations

q None of the above 

Use the pop-up window on your screen to respond. 

Poll 1

?
??
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Which of the following technology does your hotel/hotel 
group plan to implement in 2020? (check all that apply)

q Online check-in

q Revenue management system

q Guest feedback management system 

q Guest messaging (SMS, app, web chat) 

q Chatbot

q Artificial intelligence in marketing or operations

q None of the above 

Use the pop-up window on your screen to respond. 

Poll 2

?
??
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• 2020 travel industry outlook 

• Automation: How to use it to 
increase efficiency, 
consistency and reliability?

• Artificial Intelligence: How 
can AI improve operations, 
decision-making and the guest 
experience?

• Chatbots: Why are they the 
next big thing in guest service?

Today’s Topics
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Welcome from ReviewPro

Tim Towle
Cofounder & COO
ReviewPro
@ReviewPro



Upgrade the 
Guest Experience
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Over 55,000 Clients and Partners in 150 Countries

Hotels Restaurants
Destinations &

Star Ratings
Consultants & 

Advisors
Hotel Owners & 

Investors

Management & 
Representation 

Companies
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Tools & Processes to Improve the Guest Experience

Data Insights
Operational 

& Service 
Priorities

ResultsAction

Online 
Reputation 
Management

Guest Experience Improvement SuiteTM

Guest 
Satisfaction 
Surveys*

Guest 
Messaging
Hub

Case 
Management

*In-stay and post-stay surveys
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Part of the Shiji Group
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2019 Global Tourism Results 

Source: United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), January 2020 
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2020 Challenges

• Slower growth in hotel revenue 

• More competition from new hotels, 
megabrands & alternative accommodations 

• Increasing costs of acquisition 

• Labor costs & shortages

• Data fragmentation, security & privacy

• Impact of travel on the environment 

• Safety (conflicts and terrorism) and health 
(coronavirus)
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The Race to Stay Competitive in 2020

Reduce Costs

Increase Market Share

Embrace Technology 

Build Loyalty
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What Is Automation?

• The use of machines and computers to 
perform tasks with minimal or no human 
assistance

• Intended to increase efficiency, consistency 
and reliability, save costs and prevent 
human error 

• Often used to perform simple, repetitive 
tasks or tasks requiring significant mental or 
physical effort
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• Banks

- ATMs

- Online banking

• Airlines

- Online check-in

- Check-in kiosks

• Retail 

- Online shopping 

- Self-checkout kiosks

- Fully-automated stores 

Help Yourself: Self-serve Automation
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Examples of Automation in Hotels

GUEST-FACING

Pre-stay confirmations 
and messaging

Online check-in and 
checkout

Self-service cafés

Concierge services

Post-stay surveys

EMPLOYEE-FACING

Guest registration, profile 
& payment management

Marketing automation

Revenue management

Guest feedback 
management

Case management
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• The creation of intelligent machines that think, 
behave and learn like humans.

• Machine learning: automatically learn and 
improve without being explicitly programmed.

• Automation and standard computing rely on 
human inputs and algorithms, whereas AI is 
able to learn on its own and change, adapt and 
grow based on new data.

What is Artificial Intelligence (AI)?
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Example: Revenue Management
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Processing vast amounts of data to:

• Identify and explain patterns

• Understand relationships and 
correlations

• Predict future trends and behavior

• Prescribe the best course of action

• Make decisions on its own 

AI and Data Processing 
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• Voice assistants (Siri, Alexa, Google 
Assistant, etc.) 

• Self-driving vehicles (Tesla)

• Recommendation engines (Netflix, 
Amazon, Spotify, etc.)

• Hotel industry

- Revenue management 

- Customer relationship management 

- Guest feedback management 

• Potential to transform our home and 
work lives

Artificial Intelligence at Work
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• A computer program designed to simulate 
conversations with human users

• Simple chatbot: limited number of basic 
questions and answers

• Advanced chatbot: learns and improves 
the more it interacts with users 

• Natural language processing (NLP): 
technology used to help computers 
understand human language 

- E.g., Google Search, Google Translate, voice 
assistants, predictive text, semantic analysis 

What Is a Chatbot?
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“Can I Please Speak to a Computer?”

“Nearly 4 out of 10 US 
internet users prefer to 
use automated services 
rather than speak to a 

human customer 
service representative.” 

GlobalWebIndex 2020 Trends Report



What’s the Big News?



AI Is Transforming the World

Just as electricity transformed almost everything 
100 years ago, today I actually have a hard time 
thinking of an industry that I don’t think AI will 
transform in the next several years. 
Andrew Ng

It will change how we relate to each other. I 
would argue that it will even change how we 
perceive what it means to be human.
David Coplin, Microsoft

Accenture has estimated a minimum of 40% 
increase in realizable productivity for 
companies that would be adopting AI by the 
year 2023.



What does that mean for hotels?



From exploration, to reservation, pre-stay, check-in, and 
check-out, information drives the guest journey.

If I can’t get the help I need when 
I need it, I won’t be satisfied.

If I can’t get the information I 
need, I won’t reserve.



Guests will always have the same basic questions but 
attending to them means your reception and contact 
center are always tied up.

Chain of 800+: 91% of calls/emails 
responded with the same 18 answers.

Chain of 30: 63% of calls/emails 
responded with the same 8 answers.



When guests ask, they expect a response. Ensuring you 
reply is critical to the guest journey.

Responding to reviews is one of the 
most significant time drains for 
hotel management.

More than 50% of pre-stay and in-stay 
requests via OTAs go unanswered.



Ensuring correct and current hotel information is critical for 
staff to support the guest journey.

Staff turnover means that 
knowledge leaves with staff and 
isn’t captured efficiently.

Few hotel organizations have their 
information centralized and 
updated.



The organizations that can help their guests easily and 
quickly will reap the rewards.

Greater operational efficiency

More satisfied guests



Coming From…

Feedback
ReviewPro is a platform for 
gathering guest feedback…

Tools
…with tools for managing, 
acting on & responding to that 
feedback…

Reporting
… and multiple reporting 
options to monitor, 
benchmark and gain insight.

Reviews
From 175+

sources
Post-stay

Surveys
Direct, solicited 

feedback
In-stay & post-stay

Dashboards, filters & views
Alerts, Auto Cases & Workflows
Guest response tools

Messaging
Direct from guest

In-stay & some 
post-stay

Predefined & customized reports
Reports by role
Scheduled reports
API: Connect PMS, CRM, BI

+



AI at the Heart of ReviewPro
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Feedback
ReviewPro is a platform for 
gathering guest feedback…

Reviews
From 175+

sources
Post-stay

Surveys
Direct, solicited 

feedback
In-stay & post-stay

Messaging
Direct from guest

In-stay & some 
post-stay

AI
… that uses AI to maximize 
efficiency and ROI with…

AI drives guest interaction in the form of 
chatbot and review response and quick 
and detailed data analysis

Analytics & Tools
…for managing, acting on & 
responding to that feedback…

Reporting
… multiple reporting options to 
monitor, benchmark and gain insight…

Dashboards, filters & views
Alerts, Auto Cases & Workflows
Guest response tools

Predefined & customized reports
Reports by role, Scheduled reports
API: Connect PMS, CRM, BI

+

+
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Coming Soon…

Chatbot Review Response Data Analysis
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How important do you think automation and artificial 
intelligence are to the following hotel goals? 

q Increasing guest satisfaction

q Driving revenue

q Saving costs

Use the pop-up window on your screen to respond. 

Poll 3

?
??
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Automation - 3 Main Priorities
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Piloting Automation Technology
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Improving the Guest Experience
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Global Implementation and Operational Advantages 
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Top Recommendations for Hotels

1 Analyze your actual and 
aspirational Guest Profile

2
Is your actual Technology & IT 
platform able to support the 

coming developments?

3
Be disruptive and open to 

change J
“Either all the industry is wrong or there is a major 

disruption coming our way”
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Q&A with Our Presenters

Daniel Craig
Founder
Reknown
@dcraig

Tim Towle
Cofounder & COO

ReviewPro
@ReviewPro

Andrea Pinna
Senior Director

Brand Quality Management, EMEA
Radisson Hotel Group

@RadissonHotels
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